A protocol for testing the stability of biochemical analytes. Technical document.
Stability of a measurand in a specimen is a function of the property variation over time in specific storage conditions, which can be expressed as a stability equation, and is usually simplified to stability limits (SLs). Stability studies show differences or even inconsistent results due to the lack of standardized experimental designs and heterogeneity of the chosen specifications. Although guidelines for the validation of sample collection tubes have been published recently, the measurand stability evaluation is not addressed. This document provides an easy guideline for the development of a stability test protocol based on a two-step process. A preliminary test is proposed to evaluate the stability under laboratory habitual conditions. The loss of stability is assessed by comparing measurement values of two samples obtained from the same patient and analyzed at different time points. One of them is analyzed under optimal conditions (basal sample). The other is stored under specific stability conditions for a time set by the laboratory (test sample). Differences are expressed using percentage deviation (PD%) to facilitate comparison with specifications. When the preliminary test demonstrates instability, a comprehensive test is proposed in order to define the stability equation and to specify SLs. Several samples are collected from a set of patients. The basal sample is analyzed under optimal conditions, whereas analysis of test samples is delayed at time intervals. For each patient PD% is calculated as the difference between measurements for every test sample and its basal one and represented in a coordinate graph versus time.